July 2017

Upcoming Dates to Note in Your Diary Now!
29 Jun

Glazing for Success (class full – Glaze & Kiln Room closed 7-9pm)

30 Jun

Glazed and Confused – Glazing of Empty Bowls (see page 2)

1-2 Jul

Architectural Anarchy - Handbuilding with Paperclay Workshop
Please note that the Workshop takes precedence for this weekend - wheels
will be free, but all tables will be occupied for this workshop

7 Jul

Glazed and Confused – Glazing of Empty Bowls (see page 2)

14 Jul

Glazed and Confused – Glazing of Empty Bowls (see page 2)

15 Jul

Firewood Stackathon at Te Haunui – see Anagama article page 4

16 Jul

Working Bee for WPA members 9-3 Rooms closed during working bee

21 Jul

Glazed and Confused – Glazing of Empty Bowls (see page 2)

28 Jul

Glazed and Confused – Glazing of Empty Bowls (see page 2)

Regular events:
Fridays

Club night at the rooms - share food, wine, tips, or just your company!
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Working Bee 16 July – Be There or Be Square!
Come along Sunday

16 July 9 am to 3 pm!
Lunch will be provided

Join your fellow club members to help keep, maintain and enhance our wonderful
pottery studio space; and be there for the great food as well, lunch will be provided!
Please note that the studio will be closed for personal use during working bee dates
and times.
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Glazed and Confused on Fridays for Empty Bowls
We need to get some of our bisqued Empty Bowls glazed, so we’ve set aside Friday’s social evenings for the
next month to get some keen volunteers in to help sort out the remaining bowls. Fridays from 6pm – 8pm,
starting on Friday 30 June; a pleasant social gathering probably with some cake (thanks Elaine), and then a
spot of glazing.
Contact lyuba.zhilkina@gmail.com if you have any questions; see you there!

Notice of Room Closure 1-2 July
The main studio will be CLOSED from 9am - 5pm on the weekend of July 1 and 2 for the Architectural
Anarchy Workshop. Please note that outside of these hours, there will be limited bench space throughout the
whole weekend as work in progress will be taking up most flat areas.
The kiln and glaze rooms remain open.

Hot News from the Kiln Room
Unfortunately, it’s mostly cold news this month:











The LL kiln is out of action and may be until the end of July. Parts required from USA. The good news is
that there are still FIVE operational kilns. And even better news that -more or less- the results from the
kilns are giving members a lot of pleasure.
Finger wagging time: take note of which Club glazes you use and any instructions on the lids/tags on
the buckets. Use THINLY, for example, means exactly that. Don’t try combinations of glazes that haven’t
already been tested. We don’t charge for firing test tiles (within reason) so put your combos on a piece
of kiln shelf (shards are under the bisque shelves by the Cob kiln) and [possibly] save a kiln shelf from
destruction!
There is a mounting pile of fired pots (bisqued and glazed) that have been on the shelves for 4 weeks or
more. All of them will be removed to the roof of the substation if not collected by Sunday July 16.
The gift of plywood to refurbish the kiln room shelves has been slow in coming. We’re keeping our
fingers crossed that it will eventuate.
Kiln Licence Training: If you want to be able to hire and fire a Club kiln you need to have a Kiln Licence.
Currently there are several people training and several on the waiting list. You’re welcome to go on
that list but please be aware it will be a few months before you’ll be able to begin training. Contact:
Peter Rumble sales@rumbles.co.nz
Don’t have a kiln licence but have a load of pots to be fired? Instead of using the Club firings why not
engage one of the Kiln Team to organise a Private Firing for you?
CONTACTS: Paige Jarman paige.jarman64@gmail.com
Dave Marshall apricottruth@gmail.com

Isn’t it MARvellous!?....
….that we have wonderful fellow members who get stuff done
around the place? Thanks to Vivian Rodriguez for sewing new canvas
sheets for the slab roller; “made with love”, as the label on the
bottom sheet says!
PLEASE follow the instructions on “how to use” and bring your own
cover sheets (any scrap material) to ensure the canvas sheets don’t
get stained. Who wants a terracotta sheen on their pure porcelain
slab!?
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Our Membership Fees Put to Good Use:
New linings for the tops of our work tables. Yaaaay! Thanks to the Committee for hiring Keil Cas’s expertise
to get the job done. A fine job Keil, they look great! Wedging and rolling clay on the tables will no longer
mean that our clay becomes full of little bits of deteriorated hardboard, eeh luxury.
And another cautionary note - PLEASE take care of them – no knives cutting directly into the tables, no
dragging of plaster moulds across them – they’re tough, but not that tough!

Pot Luck Dinner for WPA Volunteers and Workers
A most excellent evening was had at the
Wellington Potters Centre on the evening of
Saturday 17th June, when our fabulous volunteers
and workers gathered together to share a great
spread of food. It really does seem to be the case
that ALL potters are great cooks! Or at the very
least, love their food…
Thanks to the inimitable Kate Ford for the sterling
organisation, and the table decorations of ivy and
twinkling lights, it looked fantastic.

The Potters Shop Reunion, May 2017
On May 21st WPA was host to some former members of The Potter's Shop. Afternoon tea was held in the
rooms followed by an inspection of the cabinet (beside the stairs) where at least one piece from each
member is displayed. This collection was gathered together by the late Flora Christeller and donated to the
club.
The Potter's Shop, a co-operative, was started in 1983 at no 324 Tinakori Road Thorndon by 14 committed
and like-minded craftspeople. This was on the site of an old historic bakery and restored by Neil Harrap.
The shop is now an Italian Restaurant. It proved to be an enduring outlet and survived 21 years and four
changes of venue while making a significant contribution to the cultural life of Wellington.
The original members
were Paul Winspear,
Judith White, Jenny
Shearer, Flora Christeller,
Murray Clayton, Raeburn
Laird, Beryl Buchanan,
Maureen Hunter, Gwyn
Bright, Mary Smith, Isobel
Martin, Julie Palmer, Craig
Hall, and Margaret
Beckett. Joined
later....Anneke Borren,
Melanie Greenwood,
Alison Eaton, Roger
Bagshaw, Sheila Brown,
Betty Govey, Christine
Bell-Pearson, Rosemary
O'Hara, Herluf Anderson,
John Anderson, Aimee
McLeod, Catherine
Smythe, Paul
Wotherspoon, and Neil
Gardiner. Quite a few of these members have passed on and today only 8 are still potting.
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The aims were to present good work in a unified spirit and balance the solitary life of the working potter. Most
of the members were well established in their craft and continued to exhibit outside in National exhibitions
and conduct workshops. The individual strengths such as graphic arts and display skills were balanced out
with those good on accounting and forward planning. All the duties were equally shared and a monthly
meeting served to air any problems. Every potter could completely change the shop display during their time
on duty so there was always a fresh display. Some significant exhibitions were held from time to time.
The end coincided with a gradual downturn
in the market, the inability to pay high rents
and a dwindling number of potters. It was
nevertheless a memorable time in the
history of local ceramics.
We thank WPA for providing such a good
venue and for housing our memorabilia.

Bottom shelf of Potter's Shop cabinet.
L to R. Apples by Jenny Shearer, Plate by
Roger Bagshaw, blue crystalline bottle by
Flora Christeller, square pot by Margaret
Becker, plate by John Anderson, Carved tiny
bowls Isobel Martin, plate by Gwyn Bright.
Jenny Shearer.

Empty Bowls 2017
With the assistance of Otaki Pottery Club, Porirua Woolshed, Wellington Potters Association and a selection
of well-known regional potters, we are well on our way to meeting a similar amount of bowls made for the
2015 Empty Bowls project.
The last of the Empty Bowls recycled clay has been delivered to the WPA Clubrooms which constitutes a
potential for over 300 bowls to be made by our members.
Over 100 bowls have been gathered from successful WPA firings to date and the count of bowls continues to
rise, as bisque and glost firings have come through in recent weeks.
Although the project is nowhere near finished there have been many members making a special impact on
the project. Particularly the hive of activity that came out of the WPA Friday Empty Bowls Social nights.
Huge thanks to Elaine Marland and Alan Carabott who welcomed in and encouraged the hand building and
throwing skills of new members that came along. Chris Parkin a new member from Hutt Arts, provided a
welcome boost to the number of bowls the group produced. Not forgetting the efforts of other WPA
Committee members Chris Dunn, Vivian Rodriquez and John Saunders, helping to make it a successful
project that hugely benefits our community. I believe that Alans trimming skills have reached new heights!
Without which, we would have had some very heavy bottom bowls.
There is still quite a bit of glazing to be done, and there are going to be Glazing sessions on Friday nights
during July to try and get the bisqued bowls glazed; come along!
Rebecca Flowerday

Cubbies Notice – Do You Want to Keep Your Cubby?
Because they are hot demand (and people are waiting), they need to be used; they are not for long term
storage. Cubby users please sign your name to the cubby list (at the back of the rooms between cubbies and
drying shelves) associated with your cubby, to show that you are coming to the rooms and using the cubby,
by August 26th 2017. After this time I will need to re-assign cubbies to needy people and your stuff will be
removed (recycled or made general rooms equipment) and the cubby reallocated.
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Don’t self-assign cubbies, I have a procedure (contact me). Self-assigned cubbies will be considered
unassigned. Please if you come in once or twice a year, let people use a cubby that are in more often and
need to lug bags of clay every week.
Thanks
Joe Cubbyman, Joe.Zuccarello@vuw.ac.nz

Anagama Approaches
Preparation for this year’s Anagama firing has been marked by a huge amount of work since the beginning
of the year. The kiln has been repaired by dint of a sustained
effort by Peter Rumble, Mal Sole and, more recently, Dave
Marshall. The firewood has been cut and split, and is in the
process of being stacked in the shelter. Andrew McKaskell,
Megumi Ogo and Lyuba Zhilkina have assisted in these
activities. The bank alongside the kiln that has been
progressively collapsing, causing the kiln to flood on
occasions, has been excavated and a retaining wall will soon
be built. The excavation process involved a lot of seriously
demanding physical work – plus a couple of wheel barrows
and the services of a digger operated by Graeme Houston!
See excavation spoil to the right. Additional drains are being
created.
Below is the timetable for the 13th anagama firing which had originally been planned for September. A series
of unfortunate events has meant a delay is necessary, and the kiln will now be loaded in September and
fired in the second week of November. This means you should be starting your anagama projects very
soon.
The cost of repairing the kiln, buying new kiln shelves and an increase in the price of the firewood (which is
still heavily discounted thanks to the generosity of the Houstons) has meant a slight increase in the firing fee
from $10 to $12 a kilo.
A firewood stackathon will be held on Saturday July 15 (rain or shine) under the supervision of Peter
Rumble. If you can help move and stack firewood (and/or have a sturdy wheelbarrow you can lend for the
day) contact me, Alan Ross, alross@clear.net.nz and I will pass your name on to the illustrious Mr Rumble.
Here’s some general information you need to know in preparing for the firing:
Clay: Whichever clay you choose, it MUST be capable of firing to Cone 10 (1280+ deg. C). Don’t use
earthenware clay or the club’s recycled clay. These clays will melt, ruining yours and most likely others’
pots too. Below are some (but not all) of the clays suitable for Anagama firings: Some are good for throwing,
others (usually more obviously grogged) are better for handbuilding; occasionally the clay will suit both
methods. Some “flash” well, others attract ash glaze. Do your research; take advice. Get it right! The clays
(suppliers websites in brackets):
 Mac’s Whitestone (available mid-July), Mac’s White (www.wellingtonpotterssupplies.co.nz)
(www.potterysupplies.co.nz)
 BotPots Pot Silk Porcelain, Laguna WC-376, Laguna WC-886 paperclay (www.botpots.co.nz)
 Nelson Slab, Nelson Slab 30, *Nelson SC50, *Nelson PCW (www.pottersclay.co.nz) (www.ccg.co.nz)
 Primo SB-15, *High Fire Porcelain, *Warm Buff Sculpture (www.decopot.co.nz)
 Feeney’s White Raku, Clayworks JB3 Stoneware (www.ccg.co.nz)
Cost:
The firing charge is $12 per KG of the bisqued weight of pots prior to firing. This is paid when your pots are
submitted on the Receiving day - Sunday 24 September.
Type of pieces:
 Vases, bottles and lidded containers are the most suitable. Big pieces may not be accepted if no space.
 Bisqued pieces only will be accepted for the firing
 No wax on your pieces - the wadding the kiln loaders add to each piece precludes its use.
 Large bowls, platters and plates take up a disproportionate amount of space. Please be aware that :
1. If they are not glazed on the inside, wadding (which leaves marks) will probably be used.
2. If they are glazed on the inside, they cannot be stacked, so you may only have 1 or 2 selected.
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Glaze:
 Wood ash creates a natural glaze during the firing.
 If you want to pre-glaze your pieces, there will be some specific Anagama glazes (shino, ash and milky
white) available at the rooms about a week prior to the receiving day for pieces.
Firing Slips:
 Anagama Firing Slips will be available at the rooms receiving day and 2 weeks before.
 If you are submitting more than one piece, you will need to rank them in order of priority. If the total
number of pots cannot be loaded, then this information will decided which of your pots gets in.
 The pieces you submit and the firing slip must include your potter’s mark and the priority number plus
total number of the piece, for example: 1/5, 2/5, 3/5, 4/5 and 5/5. The first number indicates the priority.
The second indicates the total number of pieces submitted. This information can be written in pencil
(which burns off when fired) on the body of your work. Not on the base please except when the piece is
fully glazed (this eliminates excessive handling by the loaders).
Timetable:
Steps
Receiving Day Pots received at the rooms
(Upstairs) from 10am - 3pm
Transport pots to kiln
Load kiln
Fire kiln
Cool kiln
Unload kiln (starting at 11am) & BBQ (noon)

Dates
Sunday 24 September
Sunday 24 September
Tuesday 26 September – Sunday 1 October
Wednesday 8 – Sunday 12 November
Monday 13 – Saturday 18 November
Sunday 19 November

Alan Ross
Anagama Coordinator

Ceramicus 2017 Approaches
Time for all our members to focus on producing some great work for Ceramicus 2017!
Ceramicus is our annual Wellington Potters Association exhibition; you will be
able to submit your work on the weekend of the 7th and 8th of October. Selection
will be either on Sunday the 8th or Monday the 9th. Our selector is Richard
Stratton, a very well-known Wellington potter and ceramic artist (see:
http://annamilesgallery.com/artists/richard-stratton/,
http://dowse.org.nz/exhibitions/detail/richard-stratton-living-history)
Come to the exhibition - Opening Night on Thursday the 12th
of October at the New Zealand Academy of Fine Arts Gallery
on Queens Wharf. Bring your friends to the exhibition, open
to the public from the 14th to the 29th of October. Opened by
Justin Lester, Mayor of Wellington, it will be a feast of colour
and creativity. We are partnering with Watercolour New
Zealand for this exhibition, and paintings by their members
will adorn the walls. They are our partners in this event.
We have an exciting range of awards made possible by our generous sponsors. Don’t
miss this opportunity to show off your work and perhaps win an award
Sponsored Awards
Wellington Museums Premiere Award for Excellence in Ceramics - $500
Vessel Award for Excellence in Wheel-Thrown Ceramics - $250
Maurice Bennett Award for Excellence in Hand-Build Ceramics - $250
Waikato Pottery Pottery Supplies Award for the “People’s Choice” - $150
Brooklyn Cinema Award for Excellence as a First-Time Exhibitor - $100
Sponsorship
We’ve also received donations from members as sponsors of Ceramicus. These include
Silver Sponsorship: Barin Das
Bronze Sponsorship: Jenny Shearer, Chris Dunn, and Greg Melvile Architectural Designer Limited
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We need to raise $4,000 for the hire of the Gallery, and over $1,000 towards publicity and Opening Night
refreshments. Some of these costs will be partly met by the commission WPA receives from sales and entry
fees. If we make a profit it will be re-invested in WPA resources for you to use.
Make something you are proud of for Ceramicus. Consider being a sponsor. Help make Ceramicus a
success.

View of the NZAFA Gallery in 2012 – the last time WPA partnered with Watercolour NZ

What’s Coming Up and What’s On
Edinburgh Realty Premier Art Awards 5 Aug- 3 Sep
The Otago Arts Society are hosting the Edinburgh Realty Premier Art Awards (formerly the Cleveland
National Art Awards) 5 August – 3 September 2017. Entry forms and fees are due by 21 July; download an
entry form at http://otagoartsociety.co.nz/event/edinburgh-realty-premier-exhibition/, or pick one up from the
desk upstairs at the Wellington Potters Centre.

Kura Gallery Mata Ariki Exhibition
Kura Gallery in Allen Street has a Mata Ariki Exhibition that features art works in a range of media. The
opening was on Friday 22 June, and it will run for 3 weeks. Two WPA members were involved in organising
the show - Stevei Houkamau curated it, and on the night, Te Arikirangi Mamaku was the kai korero. There
are lovey pots with surface decoration and breathtaking drips by Maria Brockhill from Taranaki. While you
are there you can also see other work by potters from around the country.

Proposed Pottery Programme for 2017
Regular events
 Classes
 Friday Club Night – share wine, food, tips – or just your company!
June
 29th, Thursday, Glazing for Success (class full – Glaze & Kiln Room closed 7-9pm)
 30th, Friday, Glazed and Confused 6-8pm (Social night & glazing of Empty Bowls)
July
 1st - 2nd, Saturday-Sunday, Architectural Anarchy, Handbuilding with Paperclay Workshop
 7th,Friday, Glazed and Confused 6-8pm (Social night & glazing of Empty Bowls)
 14th, Friday, Glazed and Confused 6-8pm (Social night & glazing of Empty Bowls)
 15th, Saturday, Firewood Stack-a-thon at Te Haunui
 16th, Sunday, 9am-3pm – Working Bee for WPA members
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 16th, Sunday – last day to collect your forgotten pots from the glaze room…
 21st, Friday, Glazed and Confused 6-8pm (Social night & glazing of Empty Bowls)
 28th, Friday, Glazed and Confused 6-8pm (Social night & glazing of Empty Bowls)
August
 26th, Saturday, last day to have confirmed that you do require your cubby…
September
 2nd, Saturday, Launch of Empty Bowls at Moore Wilson’s
 24th, Sunday, Receiving Day for Anagama
 26th, Tuesday, till Sunday 1st October – Load Anagama Kiln
October
 7th and 8th, Ceramicus Selection
 12th, Thursday, Ceramicus Opening Night, NZAFA
 14th, Saturday, 9am-3pm – Working Bee for WPA members
 14th – 19th, Ceramicus Exhibition open to the public
November
 8th, Wednesday till Sunday 12th, Fire Anagama Kiln
 19th, Sunday, Unload Anagama, & BBQ
Receiving Day Pots received at the rooms
(Upstairs) from 10am - 3pm
Transport pots to kiln
Load kiln
Fire kiln
Cool kiln
Unload kiln (starting at 11am) & BBQ (noon)

Sunday 24 September
Sunday 24 September
Tuesday 26 September – Sunday 1 October
Wednesday 8 – Sunday 12 November
Monday 13 – Saturday 18 November
Sunday 19 November

We are still working on an indicative programme of events for 2017 – if you have any suggestions please
contact the WPA club.

What would you like to see? What do you want to learn, what are you interested in?
Let us know, at wellingtonpotters@gmx.com

Pottery Classes


Mondays 5.30pm - 7.30pm, Handbuilding and Throwing with Anthea Grob, 8 week sessions 31 July
and 16 October 2017 (classes are full; contact Community Education Centre cec@whs.school.nz to
join waiting list).



Tuesdays 5.30pm - 7.30pm, Throwing, All Levels, with Mauritz Basson, 8 week sessions from 1 August
and 17 October 2017 (classes are full; contact Community Education Centre cec@whs.school.nz to
join waiting list).



Tuesdays 7.30pm – 9.00pm, Throwing, All Levels, with Mauritz Basson, 8 week sessions from 1 August
and 17 October 2017 (classes are full; contact Community Education Centre cec@whs.school.nz to
join waiting list).



Wednesdays 7pm – 9pm, 26th July for 8 weeks, Japanese Style Pottery for Beginners, with Lyuba
Zhilkina. For WPA members, beginners. Explaining fundamental steps in creation of Japanese style
ceramics. Wedging, centering, working on the hump, creation of Japanese tea bowls, cups and jugs as
well as trimming and glazing. The course will also cover cups, mugs and jugs and go along the process
of attaching handles. An introduction to surface decoration. Contact lyuba.zhilkina@gmail.com. Cost for
8-week course - $200, to be paid in advance. Clay and firing costs extra.



Thursdays, 9.30am – 11.30am, 3rd August for 8 weeks, Handbuilding with Peter Rumble (contact
Community Education Centre cec@whs.school.nz to register).
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Thursdays, 5pm – 7pm, 27th July for 8 weeks. Combination Coiling, Throwing and Handbuilding
Functional Pottery Forms with Keil Cas. For WPA members, with all levels of skill. Contact
keilcas.com@gmail.com to enrol. Cost for 8 week course - $200, to be paid in advance. Clay and firing
costs extra.



Thursdays, 7.15pm – 9.15pm, 27th July for 8 weeks. Introduction to Clay on the Wheel, with Alan
Carabott. For WPA members who are new to clay. Alan's class is a stress free and fun introduction to
clay on the wheel, taking you from a sticky lump of clay to a bowl, cup or plate. It is not a race but just
the first few step to having the confidence to make what you want in a safe and fun way. Contact
alancarabott1@gmail.com to enrol. Cost for 8 week course - $200, to be paid in advance. Clay and
firing costs extra.



Fridays, 9.45am - 12pm: 28th July for 8 weeks. Intermediate Classes with Anthea Grob. For WPA
members with some experience. This course is designed to go a bit deeper and really focus on an
aspect of practice. The class is for students who have done a 6-week introduction or equivalent, so that
clay preparation basics, and a couple of forming techniques and studio process such as need to dry,
bisque and glaze etc are already understood, allowing the focus to be taking the creative aspects further.
Anthea Grob is an experienced tutor; she has an MFA from RMIT and has worked with clay for decades
alongside other media. Contact grobanthea@gmail.com, or 9726672 within office hours. Cost for 8 week
course - $200, to be paid in advance. Clay and firing costs extra.



Saturdays 8.30am-10.30am: 29th July. Beginners Mixed Handbuilding and Throwing classes with
Anthea Grob (*times changing to 8-10am if a club workshop held in the Rooms). For WPA members
who are new to clay. This is a mixed hand-building and throwing class. It will include the basics of what
clay is, how to prepare it and look after it. Forming techniques, studio process such as bisquing, glaze
application. Some aspects of the design element texture will also be looked at. Classes are informal
usually following the format of a demonstration followed by students free to apply the techniques
presented. The last two classes will be reserved for glazing work. The class is for members of WPA who
are new to clay, and those students who may wish to repeat the beginners’ course. Anthea Grob is
an experienced tutor; she has an MFA from RMIT and has worked with clay for decades alongside
other media. Contact grobanthea@gmail.com, or 9726672 within office hours. Cost for 8 week course $200, to be paid in advance. Clay and firing costs extra.



*note courses can only go ahead if there are sufficient enrolments, otherwise the course will be
postponed or cancelled and enrolment fee refunded

For further information on all courses, please email Wellington Potters Association
(wellingtonpotters@gmx.com).

New Members
Wellington Potters welcomes new members: application forms from wellingtonpotters@gmx.com.
Latest new members: Philip Coker, Adam Cooper, Holly Gulliver & Sam Minns, Samantha Hughes, Naimeh
Khanmohamadi, Hazel Martin. Sarah Murphy, Rebecca Neal, Robert Rapson, Jamuna Rotstein, Vanessa
Rushton, Katie Stevens, Mariel Wells, Yue Yangming

Club and Committee Contacts
FEE PAYING BY Internet:
Wellington Potters Association - Account Number: 02 0568-0024590-00
Clubrooms 130 Grant Road, Thorndon (opposite George Street), Wellington 6011
or PO Box 850, Wellington 6140 [note changed PO Box number] | Phone (04) 473 3680 | Email
wellingtonpotters@gmx.com
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/pages/Wellington-Potters-Association/213144062066063. If you have
any pottery inspiration, cool videos or articles, or upcoming exhibitions, email your idea through to Chris
Dunn – cdunn@ihug.co.nz
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Buying Clay: WPA has clay for purchase by members, but organising that purchase does rely on the time
and availability of a few of our hard-working club members. To organise clay purchase, email Chris Dunn
cdunn@ihug.co.nz, talk to one of the class tutors, or see the current Potter in Residence at the Rooms,
Aston Christie.
Suggestions Box: Suggestions about what needs doing, or better ways of organising the club – see the
Suggestion Box on the front table upstairs.
Articles for the August Newsletter need to be emailed to the Editor’s cat by
25 July 2017
(Elaine Marland <marland@xtra.co.nz>)

As a club we try to keep our fees down while still covering costs.
If for financial reasons you feel excluded, please contact the President.

WPA Committee
President
Vice President/
Newsletter Editor
Past President
Secretary/Orientation

John Saunders
Elaine Marland

kiwipens@gmail.com
marland@xtra.co.nz

Mike Doyle
Chris Dunn

021 343 790
021 050 5335
384 4718
021 227 8151
473 5356
021 121 6531
021 631 187
021 138 8472

Treasurer
Committee Members

Shona Carstens

473 3055

shona.carstens@xtra.co.nz

Alan Carabott

027 286 7270

alancarabott1@gmail.com

Lyuba Zhilkina

021 024 00550

info@kiwiclay.com

Tim Harcourt

970 6908
020 4003 5005

harcourt.tim@gmail.com

Anagama co-ordinator

Alan Ross

566 8922

alross@clear.net.nz

Membership

Vera Burton

938 8207

davee42@clear.net.nz

Cubbies

Joe Zuccarello

479 1299

joe.zuccarello@vuw.ac.nz

Mauritz Basson
Kate Ford

mauritz.basson@wellingtonzoo.com
kate.ford48@gmail.com
wellingtonpotters@gmx.com
mprzzd@hotmail.com
cdunn@ihug.co.nz

Co-opted members
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